Let n k denote the number of times the kth largest distance occurs among a set S of n points. We show that if S is the set of vertices of a convex polygone in the euclidean plane, then n1+2n2~3n and n2<~n +n 1. Together with the well-known inequality n~<~n and the trivial inequalities n~>~O and n2>~O, all linear inequalities which are valid for n, n 1 and n2 are consequences of these. Similar results are obtained for the hyperbolic plane.
Introduction
We consider n arbitrary points in R 2. Let dl> d2>" • • > d s denote the different distances between two points, nl,..., ns their multiplicities. The following wellknown inequality is due to Hopf and Pannwitz [1] and Sutherland [2] .
Theorem A. nl<~n.
Motivated by questions in algorithmic geometry, Avis [3] solved a variation of this problem, by giving an upper bound on the sum of the numbers of furthest neighbours of every point in a finite planar set. We extend Theorem A in a different direction by giving estimates on the nk's. In particular, we determine all linear inequalities satisfied by the triple (nl, hE, rt) in the case when the set of vertices forms a convex polygon.
One can easily notice that in the general case the distance dl can occur only between points which are on the convex hull of the point set. So studying n~, one may restrict oneself to the case when the given points are the vertices of a convex polygon. For nk (k >i 2) the convex and general cases are essentially different.
Here we shall restrict our attention to the case when the n points form a convex n-gon. We shall consider the hyperbolic plane too, where the situation is different from the euclidean one.
The proof of Theorem A depends on the fact that any two segments of length dx must have a common point. This follows from the following fact:
In a convex quadrangle the sum of lengths of two opposite edges is less than the sum of lengths of the diagonals.
But in the quadrangle formed by two avoiding largest segments which necessarily form a convex quadrangle this inequality can not hold. (We shall refer to the above statement as the edge-diagonal inequality.) 130 
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First we give an upper bound on n k.
Proposition. nk <~ k • n.
The proof will be given in Section 6. For k = 1 this is sharp. One of the main objectives of this paper is to prove better upper bounds for k = 2. Erd6s and Moser conjectured that for every k, nk <~ c -n, where c is an absolute constant. 3 We formulate a combinatorial abstraction of our problem. We consider a graph G on V(G)= {vl, •.., vn}. From the convexity hypothesis the vertices will have a cyclic ordering. The vertices v~, v i are connected in the graph G if in the original set the points vi, v i are of distance dl or d2. We colour the edge red if the distance d(v~, v i) = dl and blue if d(vi, v i) = d2. The cyclic ordering of the vertices enables us to say that two edges spanned by these vertices are either crossing or avoiding or have a common vertex. We use the following basic combinatorial properties of the largest and second largest distances (for the sake of brevity we call the segments of length dl red, and the segments of length d2 blue).
(a) Any two red edges have a common endpoint or are crossing; (b) If a red and a blue edge are avoiding then both diagonals between them are red;
(c) If two blue edges are avoiding, then at least one of the diagonals between them is red. In the euclidean plane one can observe one more property; (d) If two blue edges are avoiding, then not only one diagonal must be red, but for at least in one of their endpoints all edges must be red which start at this point and lie between the diagonal and the blue edge incident to this point (see Fig. 1 ).
Properties (a), (b) and (c) are straightforward corollaries of the edge-diagonal inequality. Property (d) needs some explanation. In the euclidean plane the sum of the angles of a convex quadrangle equals 360 °. So there must be an angle which is >t90 °. If say uvs~>~90 °, then not only us must be red, but for any point t which is between v and s, the segment ut must be red.
pro t s U Fig. 1 
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One can observe that in the hyperbolic plane only properties (a), (b) and (c) hold and in the euclidean plane all four properties hold. So from now on we deal with a graph G whose vertices are cyclically ordered (which is given by the convexity) and whose edges are 2-coloured (which corresponds to the largest and second largest distances), and the constraints (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied. In some cases we shall assume, that (d) is also satisfied.
Throughout the paper we denote the number of all vertices by n. We denote the number of red edges by nl, the number of blue edges by n2. We denote by d(v) the number of edges incident to v, by dr(v) resp. db(v) the number of red resp. blue edges incident to v.
It will turn out that the results which follow from the combinatorial properties are also sharp for the geometric case. The combinatorial abstraction however is not made only for the sake of larger generality but because this enables us to carry out the proofs. The constraints (a), (b) and (c) imply immediately that some configurations are forbidden. Two of these are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. We shall refer to the first of these as a 'forbidden N'. 
4
We state the main theorems of this paper. The proofs will be given in Section 6. 
Corollary 3. n2 ~< 3n.
Corollary 4. (i') and (ii') hold for a convex set of n points in the hyperbolic plane.
5
Let us give some configurations for which we have equality in the formulas above.
Example 1. If we take the regular n-gon with an odd number of vertices, then n~ = n: = n and this gives equality in (i) in the euclidean plane, and also for (i') in the hyperbolic plane (see Fig. 4 ). Now we give an example where the pointset is not convex in the euclidean plane and for which the inequality (i) does not hold. realized by a convex set of points neither in the euclidean plane, nor in the hyperbolic plane (see Fig. 5 ).
The next example gives equality in (ii).
Example 3. We take the regular 4k-gon with vertices vl, • .., v4k. We push every vertex v2i toward the center so, that
We have n I = n/4 and n2 = 5n/4, which gives equality in (ii) (see Fig. 6 ).
We describe a configuration, which gives asymptotic equality for (i) and (ii), in the sense that the error-term is bounded. So nx + 2n2 = 3n -5 < 3n and n 2-nl = n --3 < n. We don't know a configuration which achieves equality simultanously in (i) and (ii) (see Fig. 7 ). Now we give an example which achieves equality in (i') and (ii') in Theorem 2, but this example is convex only in the hyperbolic plane. Example 5. We take a regular n-gon with 2k vertices. Then dl = d(v~, vi÷k) and d2=d (vi, v~÷k_l) . We add to our system the vertices y~ so that d(v~, yi = d(/)i+l, Yi) = d2 for all i's. In the hyperbolic plane it can be checked that this set of vertices is convex. For this set nl = n/4, n2 = 3n so in (i') and (ii') we get equality (see Fig. 8 ).
Let us represent each point set Vl, • • •, v, in the plane by the point (n~/n, n2Jn). Theorems A and 2 yield the inequalities XX~0, x2~O, xx~<l,
This shows that every further linear inequality valid for representatives of convex hyperbolic configurations is a consequence of these.
Example 2 yields the point (1/2, 3/2) which is outside both domains. This shows that in the non-convex case we obtain a domain different from both of these. The description of this however is an open problem.
6
Proof ot Proposition. If each point has at most 2k other points at distance dk, then the inequality is trivial. Take a point v, which has more than 2k neighbours of distance dk. We call a point u an inner neighbour of v if the length of the segment uv equals dk, and on both sides of the line uv, v has at least k neighbours at distance dk (see Fig. 10 ). We denote the neighbours which are not inner neighbours, on the left side of the line uv by 11,..., lk and on the right side by rl, .... rk as in Fig. 10 . Now we want to prove that an inner neighbour u of v has no other neighbour at distance dk. Suppose that to the contrary t is a neighbour of u on the left side of the line uv. Then because of the convexity of the whole set, the quadrangle utvrk is convex. Then in this quadrangle the edge-diagonal inequality must be true, so d(t, rk)>d(u, t)= dk. The quadrangle rktvrk-i is also convex, so d(t, rk_~)>d(t, rk) holds. Continuing the procedure we get
rl).
But this contradicts the fact that d k is the kth largest distance. The same is true for the right side of the line uv. So we have that if a point has more than 2k neighbours at distance dk, then the inner neighbours do not have any other neighbour at distance dk. Deleting such an inner neighbour, we conclude by induction. [] Now we give some lemmas which we use throughout the proofs. We consider the graph G described in Section 3. The vertices of G are cyclically ordered and the edges of G are 2-coloured so that the properties (a), (b), (c) hold. If the graph corresponds to a configuration in the euclidean plane, then the property (d) also must hold. We denote by d(vi) the number of edges incident to v~, the degree of vi. We denote by d,(vi) the number of red edges incident to v~, shortly we call it the red degree of v~. Similarly by db(vi) the blue degree of v~. Now we define the following contraction operation on 2-coloured graphs. Definition 2. Take two consecutive vertices vl, v2 in the cyclic order, where vl and v2 are not connected. We contract these two vertices to a new vertex v. If a vertex was connected to at least one of the v~'s by a red edge then it will be connected by a red edge to v, if a vertex was connected by blue edge to any of the v~'s but not by red edge, then it will be connected to v by a blue edge. Other edges are not changed. Proof of (i). First we show the statement for vl and v3, the same argument works for v3 and vs. The edges vlv4 and v2vs are forced to be red by property (c).
Suppose that there is a vertex t between vl and v3. One can easily see that no red edge can start from t. In fact, a red edge from t may go only to a vertex between vz and v4 ooncl, v2 and v4); but it would force a forbidden N (tvzv3v4). Suppose that a blue edge tr starts from t on the side of vsv2 containing vl. tr and v3v2 are avoiding, so tv2 or rv3 must be red, but both would give forbidden configurations. The edge tu2 would force w4 to be red, which gives a forbidden N again ( Fig.  12(a) ). If r is between v2 and v4, then since rv3 can't be red, tv 4 must be red, but no red edge can start in t. ~v 4 can be a blue edge (see Fig. 12(b) ). If r is on the side of the line v3, v4 containing vs, then both vlr and tv4 must be red, but a red tv4 is forbidden (see Fig. 12(c) ). One can easily see that r can't be between v~ and vs. So from t one edge can go to v4 and nothing else can leave, so Vx and v3 are almost consecutive. Similarly v3 and v5 are almost consecutive.
Suppose that t is between v2 and v4. We proved that no edge can go between vl and Vs. Suppose that r is between Vl and v2 (ind. v2), but then wl is red, then tv3 is red which gives a forbidden N (see Fig. 12(d) ). Similar argument works for the case when r is between v4 and vs. So in t only blue edge can start only to Vl and v5. If only one blue edge starts in t then v2 and v4 are almost consecutive. If tv~ and tu5 are both blue, then the quadrangle v~v2vav5 contradicts property (d). [] Proof of (ii). The same proof works as for the part (i) but in this case the configuration shown in Fig. 11(b 
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The next lemma deals with the case when vx and v4 and/or v3 and v 6 in Fig. 13 coincide, or occur in the reverse order. (c) are satisfied, and G contains one of the subgraphs shown in Fig. 14(a) or (b Proof of ].,emma 5. Case (a). One can easily check that no other edges can be in the graph than those which are blue and start in vl or v3 and the other endpoint is of degree 1.
Lemma 5. /f in a cyclically ordered 2-colored graph G properties (a), (b) and
Case (b) . One can easily check that no red edge can start in any vertex except in Vl. Such a red edge has its other endpoint between v3 and v6 and the degree of this other endpoint equals 1. In v 1 blue edges may also start whose other endpoint is between v3 and v6 and this endpoint has degree 1. Nothing may start in v2 and vs. In v3 some blue edges may start whose other endpoints are between vl and v5 and are of degree 1. Similarly for v6.
The impossibility of other cases follows similarly. []
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) We may suppose that in every vertex
because if this is not the case we may delete v and conclude by induction. We may also suppose that db(v)<5 for all vertices because from an inner neighbour of v no red and no blue edge may start. We may also suppose that no two consecutive vertices are connected by a red or a blue edge because by Lemma 1 such graph has a bounded number of vertices, and for such graphs the inequality is true.
Case I. Suppose that we find a vertex v with d,(v)> 2. We know that the inner neighbours (Vz in Fig. 15 ) have red degree 1. Suppose that no other red edge starts from v between vx and v2. Then vl and Vz are consecutive in the cyclic order. Suppose that t is between vl and rE. By our assumption no red edge starts from t to v, and any other kind of red edge would give avoiding red edges. From t no blue edge can start to either side of the line vv2, because it would force tv to be red. So only one blue edge can go to v. Then for t the inequality (1) does not hold, contrary to our assumption. So vl and v2 are consecutive and not connected, so we may apply the contraction operation to them. Let us work out the number of red and blue edges after the contraction. There can't be any vertex which is connected to both v~ and v2 by blue edge, because it would contradict property (b). There can be no more than one vertex which is connected to Vl by a red and to 1)2 by a blue edge. Similarly, at most one vertex is connected to Vl by a blue and to v2 by a red edge. So the contraction decreases the number of red edges at most by 1, and also the number of blue edges at most by 1. So by the induction hypothesis nl-1 + 2(n2-1) ~< 3(n -1), but from this it follows that n~ + 2n2~3n.
Case II. We find a configuration shown in Fig. 13 (suppose, that v1¢ I )4, v3 ~ v6). By assuming the inequality (1), we know from Lemma 4 that the pairs VlV2, v2v3, v4v5 and VsV6 are consecutive pairs in the cyclic order. These pairs are not connected by any edge in G. So we may apply the contraction to these pairs successively. Doing so from these six vertices we get two vertices denoted by v2 and ~5 which are connected by a red edge. Let's check the change of the number of red and blue edges, applying the contractions. There can't be a vertex from which more than one edge starts to the vertices vi for 1 ~< i <~3, because the existence of such a vertex would contradict properties (a), (b) and (c). The same is true for the vi's, 4 ~< i <~ 6. From this it follows that if a vertex was connected to one of the vi's by a red or a blue edge, then it will be connected to v2 (resp. v5) by an edge of the same colour. So the change in the number of red and blue edges is only between the contracted vertices. In the graph what we get after the contraction we have by the induction hypothesis nl-1 + 2(n2-5) <~ 3(n -4).
Hence nl + 2n2 <-3n.
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Remark. If vl = v4 or I)3 =/)6, we get the configuration dealt with in Lemma 5. For these graphs the inequality (i) is satisfied.
Case III. We find a configuration occurring in Lemma 3(i). By Lemma 1 we may assume that the pairs viva, v3vs, and v2v4 are not connected. Then we may apply the contraction operation successively to these pairs. One can easily check that we don't loose any red and blue edges except those between the vi's. So by the induction hypothesis we know in the contracted graph that nl-1 + 2(n2-4) ~< 3(n -3), from this it follows that n1+ 2n2 <~3n.
Case IV. If we find a vertex v with rib(v)= 4, then let I) 3 and 1)2 be 'inner' neighbours of v (see Fig. 16 ). Trivially dr (1) If 1)2 and v3 are consecutive in the cyclic order, then we may contract them (we may suppose that they are not connected.) Since no red edge starts from the contracted vertices, the number of red edges remains the same through the contraction. The number of blue edges decreases by 1, because only v can be connected to both 1)2 and v3. So in the contracted graph we have by the induction hypothesis that nl+ 2(n2--1) ~< 3(n -1).
From this we get that nl+2n2<~3n.
If v2 and 1)3 are not consecutive in the cyclic order, then suppose that t is between them, so that v2 and t are consecutive. By Lemma i we may suppose that I.) 2 and t are not connected. The edge to can't be blue, because for all 19 db(1) ) ~ 5. So a blue edge may start from t to another vertex, but then to must be red because of property (c). No other red edge can start from t, obviously. If t is not connected to r, then the contraction of 1)2 and t goes through, because then the only vertex which is connected to both 1)2 and t is v. So the number of red Proof of (ii) . As in the proof of (i), we may suppose that for every vertex v we have 1 < db(v)< 5. We may also suppose that no two consecutive vertices are connected by an edge, because by Lemma 1, such a graph has no more than 6 vertices and for such graphs the inequality holds.
Case I. Let v be a vertex with d,(v)> 1 and let Vl, v2 be two vertices connected to v by a red edge, so that no vertex between vl and v2 is connected to v by a red edge. Then vl and v2 are consecutive in the cyclic order. For, if t is between vl and v2, then no edge can start from t, except possibly a blue edge tr because a red edge tr (r~ v) would give avoiding red edges, and a blue edge tr (r~ v) would force tv to be red, but this contradicts our assumption that between vvl and vv2 there is no other red edge. So db(t)<~ 1, contrary to our hypothesis. So we may suppose that vl, v2 are consecutive, and not connected. So we can apply to (vz, v2) the contraction operation. Let us describe the change of the number of red and blue edges (see Fig. 17 ). There can't be any vertex which is connected to both v 1 and v2 by blue edges so applying the contraction, the number of blue edges can drop by at most 2, and the number of red edges drops by 1, so the induction goes through. If we find two vertices which are consecutive in the cyclic order and no red edge starts from any of them, then applying the contraction to these points, the number of blue edges can drop by at most 1, so the induction goes through again. So we may suppose that in the cyclic order every second vertex has red degree 1, which means that we have at least 1/4n red edges.
Case II. If we find a vertex v with db(v)= 4, then no red edge starts from its inner neighbours v2 and v3. Hence by the remark above, v2 and v3 are not consecutive. Suppose that s is between them so that s is consecutive to v2. By our hypothesis on the red edges, exactly one red edge starts from s and it can go only to v. If s and v2 have no common neighbour other than v, then contracting v2 and s (since they are consecutive and we may suppose that are not connected) the induction goes through.
So suppose that r is another common neighbour of s and v2. It follows easily that sr and v2r are blue and we have a configuration of Lemma 3 and as in Case III in the proof of (i) we may contract v~vv2rs. We saw that the number of red and blue edges changes only between contracted vertices, so in the contracted graph we have n l-1 red and n2-4 blue edges. By induction we know that n2-4 <~n-3 + n1-1, and hence rt2<~ rt + nl.
So we may suppose that for every vertex v, db(v)~<3. Case III. If we find a vertex v, such that its inner neighbour v2 has also db(v2) = 3, then either we have the case of Lemma 5, for which the inequality (ii) holds, or we have the configuration of Case V of the previous proof which we can contract. The resulting configuration has nl-1 red and n2-5 blue edges and hence by the induction hypothesis n2-5~<n-4+nl-1, hence So we may suppose that all the blue degrees are <~3, and for every v with db(v) = 3, the inner neighbour of v has blue degree 2.
We saw in the proof of part (i) that if we carried out all the possible contractions then this kind of pairs form disjoint sets. So if we count the number of blue edges, each of these disjoint pairs add 5 to the sum and all other vertices add at most 2. Hence n2~-~n. Since we know that nl>~¼n, this proves the inequality. [] Proo| o| Theorem 2 (i'). The proof goes along the same lines as that of Theorem 1. We may suppose that consecutive vertices are not connected because of Lemma 1. We may also suppose that for every vertex v, 2dr(v) + 3db(v) > 5 (2) holds, because otherwise we could omit v and proceed by induction. From this it follows that db(v)<5 holds for all vertices.
Case I. A similar argument as in the proof of Case I in the proof of Theorem l(i) shows that we may suppose that dr(v)< 3 for all vertices v.
Case II. The same argument works as in the proof of Theorem 1, Case II, at this step even the sharper inequality goes through by induction.
Case III. If we find a configuration of Fig. ll(a) or (b) , then again we apply contractions. In case of Fig. ll(a) , we have seen that the induction goes through even with the sharper inequality.
In case of Case V. If we find a vertex v with db(v)= 3, such that its inner neighbour v2 has db(v) = 3 too, then either we may apply the contraction described in Case II, and proceed by induction or we get the graphs in Lemma 5, for which even the sharper inequality was true. So we may suppose that db(v2) = 2 and dr(v2) = 0. We have seen that this kind of pairs v, v2 are either disjoint or we may apply 
